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Twitter Data Analytics (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This brief provides methods for harnessing Twitter data to discover solutions to complex inquiries. The brief introduces the process of collecting data through Twitter’s APIs and offers strategies for curating large datasets. The text gives examples of Twitter data with real-world examples, the present challenges and complexities of...
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Neo4j High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and administer scalable graph database systems for your applications using Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Explore the numerous components that provide abstractions for pretty much any functionality you need from your persistent graphs
	
		Familiarize yourself with how to test the...
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Head First Ruby: A Brain-Friendly GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		What will you learn from this book?

	
		What’s all the buzz about this Ruby language? Is it right for you? Well, ask yourself: are you tired of all those extra declarations, keywords, and compilation steps in your other language? Do you want to be a more productive programmer? Then you’ll love Ruby. With...
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Blitzkrieg: From the Ground UpCasemate, 2017

	An examination of the German Blitzkrieg operations from Poland to Operation Barbarossa, as experienced by junior commanders and enlisted men, exploring why they were so successful.

	

	The successes of the German Blitzkrieg in 1939–41 were as surprising as they were swift. Allied...
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Storage Networks: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This comprehensive guide helps you stay on top of storage networking innovations while understanding the realities of storage networks in the data center. Use the essential concepts of storage networks including architecture, devices, connectivity options, and data organization methods to design and apply comprehensive and successful storage...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to Outlook 11 and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Outlook 11 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in Outlook. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour lessons. After completing...
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Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger: Peachpit Learning SeriesPeachpit Press, 2005
If you want to tame Mac OS X Tiger, but you want to do so in the comfort of your own home, this guide makes it possible! Robin Williams uses her trademark friendly teaching style to reveal exactly what you want to know: What's new in Tiger, what's great about it, and how can you get the most out of it fast!...
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Microsoft  Office Outlook  2007 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2007
Learn everything you need to know for working with Microsoft Office Outlook 2007from the inside out! This book packs hundreds of time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using Office Outlook 2007all in concise, fast-answer format. Whether you are upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, youll be able to dig in to the...
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Flash MX Savvy (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth...
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Using Moodle: Teaching with the Popular Open Source Course Management SystemO'Reilly, 2007
Using Moodle is a complete, hands-on guide for instructors learning how to use Moodle, the popular course management system (CMS) that enables remote web-based learning and supplements traditional classroom learning. Updated for the latest version, this new edition explains exactly how Moodle works by offering plenty of examples,...
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Discover True North : A Program to Ignite Your Passion and Activate Your PotentialMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A powerful formula for a life of achievement--starting now
Created by leading motivational speaker and corporate trainer Anne Bruce, this highly effective plan helps participants discover their own "true north" in order to find a focus for success. Throughout Discover True North are invaluable exercises,...
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Chess For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
It was inevitable, thank goodness, that the Dummies series  would give us an introductory chess book. The light touch is perfect  to offset the sober aura of mystery that surrounds the game in  many people's minds. And the extras that reach beyond the well-written   move explanations, strategies, and pattern-recognition make the book a real...
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